
The primary controls 
are encased in  
moulded EPP casing 
with only 2W heat 
losses
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSETHER Twin Plate Electronic HIU, with Ethernet

The ETHER HIU is one of the new generation 
of HIUs, using electronic stepper motor 
controls. It is primarily based on The DIGI HIU 
however it has been adapted to allow indirect 
connection to the properties heating system.

Typically, one in six ETHERs are fitted with an 
industrial 8 port Ethernet switch, to establish 
a LAN across the site for use by billing and 
monitoring services, and to connect six nearby 
properties. This is to provide a lower cost and 
more robust alternative to using GSM mobile 
connectivity and the increased traffic 
capabilities enable high resolution remote 
monitoring to become an option, without 
incurring significant increases in data costs. 

Fiber optic ports can be mixed in with Ethernet 
ports where distances over 90m are required, 
and Ring Technology is used as standard so 
the system stays alive, with all switches 
connected, even if a cable is cut somewhere.

Options include an integral M-Bus to 
Ethernet bridge to connect the heat meters up 
via the Ethernet. This overcomes the need for 
an M-Bus backbone entirely.  Also, an M-Bus 
relay can be included to activate pre-pay shut-
off remotely.  

The ETHER is also tailored to deliver very low 
central heating loads under 5kW while 
maintaining low primary return temperatures. 
In addition the twin wall DHW heat exchanger 
provides complete protection from cross 
contamination in the case of a plate failure.

Key:
1. DIGI Electronic HIU
2. Central Heating Plate Heat Exchanger 
3. Central Heating Pump
4. Central Heating Expansion Vessel
5. Central Heating Relief
6. Heat Meter
7. Pre-Pay Shut-Off Valve
8. Managed Ethernet Switch 

The managed Ethernet Switch is secured 
within the HIU casing, providing an turn-key 
solution for providing the distributed network 
hardware required for a reliable system.

The ETHER provides all services, including 
DHW, Central Heating, and Ethernet.
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